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Saved by a Guardian Angel

P

arker is a handsome gray
tabby and one lucky feline. At
the beginning of August, Parker
was flown from Charlotte, N.C., to
Seattle by his guardian angel, a
flight attendant named Molly.
Parker is one of several special
cats who owe their lives to her.
A few weeks earlier in a North
Carolina residential area, a woman
saw this little gray tabby who was
skin and bones and afraid of
people. His collar, which was stuck
under one leg and around his neck,
was embedded into his skin.
The woman felt drawn to help
this cat. Once she was able to get
him trapped, she took him to a

local vet. The collar was cut off
and a health exam and blood tests
were done. That’s when she
learned that the cat tested positive
for Feline Immunodeficiency Virus
(FIV), a sure death sentence
in N.C. The woman did not want
an FIV+ cat. If this little cat was to
live, he needed someone to step
up in a hurry. That’s when the vet
called her acquaintance, Molly (We

are not using her real name as
she wishes to remain
anonymous.).
A couple years earlier, Molly
was on a mission to find help for
four FIV+ kittens. After searching
around the country, she found a

Letter from
the Director
Sara Penhallegon

W

hat a summer
we had here in
Quilcene. Lots of sunny
days mean lots of projects
get completed. The two
horse pasture shelters are
now done. One is in our
quarantine pen, where new
farm animal intakes spend at least a month. They will
now have more room and a place that’s more dry.
The largest project was the completion of our new
water system. Thanks to my parents, we now have both
good wells feeding into two large storage tanks for
7,000 gallons of water reserve. We don’t ever have to

Parker
great resource in Center Valley
Animal Rescue, not only for
See PARKER, Page 2

worry about running dry around here again. This is
great, since we have lots of new trees planted around
the ranch, thanks to a donation from Whitney Gardens
in Brinnon.
We’re also excited to announce that two Eagle
Scouts will be doing projects at CVAR. One will be constructing a coyote/bobcat rehab pen, and the other will
be building a deer enclosure. We will keep you posted
on their progress.
We plan to update our wash room this winter with
a donated stainless steel bathing tub. We’ll also work on
getting a second washer and dryer to keep up with the
ongoing laundry demands.
We’ll be starting a “Raise the Roof Fund” this winter, which will be used to replace our existing, leaking
roof. It’s patched to get us through the winter, but our
goal is to replace it next summer. Cost estimates are
$10-15,000 – a challenge we must tackle.
A huge thank you for all your continued hard work
and support. We could not be here to save lives without you!
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Cat and Kitten Care Expands at CVAR
Kittens give Center Valley Animal
Rescue “two paws up” for the care
they get in Project CatNIP (Cat
Neutering Is Paramount). CVAR
offers CatNIP to other area shelters, feral programs and to lowincome persons as well as our own

Center Valley Animal Rescue
Board of Directors

new intakes when needed. Since
August of 2012, we have performed 27 cat neuters in CVAR’s
medical suite.
In addition to the cat neutering
we are now also doing dentistry
for CVAR residents with our new
dental equipment. Our longterm goal is to have full surgical

capabilities on site so we can neuter other types of animals here as
well as spaying. This will save the
participating shelters, feral programs and us money so we can all
help more animals.
We thank both Dr. Jan Richards and Dr. Robert Nathan for
donating their time at CVAR.
Kittens ready to be “fixed.”

Director: Sara Penhallegon
Treasurer: Stephanie Hawley
Secretary: Cheryl Halverson
Administration: Pat Todd
Volunteer Coordinators
Joanne Mackey
Mary Olson
Board Members
Jean Holtz
Jan Richards, DVM
Heidi Ruegg
Special thanks to our veterinarians
at Chimacum Valley Veterinary
Hospital … and Dr. Jan Richards
Newsletter Committee
Dave Cunningham
Sara Penhallegon
Pat Todd
MISSION STATEMENT
Center Valley Animal Rescue is committed
to providing safe harbor and rehabilitation
for unwanted, injured or abandoned domesticated and wild animals, thereby decreasing
the number of unnecessary euthanasias performed. We believe all creatures have inherent value, a right to life, and are entitled to
have their basic needs met in a kind and
caring manner. Center Valley Animal Rescue
is dedicated to finding loving homes for all
adoptable animals in our care. We offer
permanent sanctuary to the domestic animals that cannot be adopted and the rehabilitation and release of wild animals.

Parker Heals ... Continued from Page 1
.

information, but also in a rescue facility that accepted FIV+ cats.
She ultimately learned that being FIV+ does not have to be a
death sentence for a cat and that they can live happy, normal lives.
When Molly, who named the cat Parker, brought him to CVAR,
he still had large, open, raw wounds under his right front leg and on
the left side of his neck. His road to full recovery would take longer
than it might for most other cats because he is FIV+.
Parker went through a number of surgeries to close his wounds
and lots of antibiotics to help him heal. His neck now shows no
trace of the gaping sore, and the one under his “armpit” gets smaller
every week.
Despite the pain and trauma he’s been through, Parker has a
very sweet disposition.
Guardian Angel’s Mission
Everyone who meets him
falls in love. Yet he still waits
Molly’s mission of saving FIV+
for an approved adopter
cats in her area includes trywho won’t mind patiently
ing to educate her local reswaiting for the day he is fully
cue facilities and veterinarians
recovered from his injuries –
about FIV. We at CVAR are
a day that we hope happens
proud to be able to help her
soon so he can have a home
as best we can.
for the holidays.
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Adoption Tales

W

All’s Well That Ends Well

hat happens
when an 11-year
-old girl sees a picture of
a handsome Morgan
horse? Usually, it’s love
at first sight. Leah was a
part of Go Figure 4-H, a
group that had mostly
Morgans, but she had no
horse. Her mom, Jenna,
found Joker’s picture on
our website in January
2012. Leah was in love.
Jenna reined her in and
reminded her of the
Leah hugs Joker
practical side of horse
ownership.
“This is a horse,” she
told Leah. “Not a car.”
Jenna heard no more about it – until March. That’s
when Leah announced what she wanted for her
birthday: money to send to CVAR towards Joker’s
adoption fee. Her birthday gifts got her very close
to the $300 she needed. She then committed to
doing chores for her grandma so she could earn
more.
On Memorial Day weekend,
Jenna, Leah and two close friends
traveled the 300 miles from home
to meet Joker and have lessons
with Megan Rukkila. At the end of
the weekend, they headed home
with Joker.
Four weeks later, Leah and Joker entered their county fair’s Halter Class and Fit and Show competitions. She and Joker were up
against much stronger and seasoned competitors. Although they
had only had four weeks together,
they looked like a pair that had
been together much longer. They
took second place in both competitions. Leah’s commitment to her
goal brought her together with a

friend that hopefully will be with
her for a long time.
When Charlie was 9 years old,
he made a decision to start saving
money so he could get a pet.
When he reached his goal, he announced he was going to get a
bearded dragon. That’s not what
his mom, Kate, had envisioned, but
she supported his efforts and his
choice.
The family loved the beardie
and was heartbroken when he was
lost. After a time, Charlie wanted
to get another. This time, Kate
took an active role and looked for
one through a shelter. That’s when
they saw Duke at CVAR. Duke’s
description said he had not been handled much
and may bite. Charlie was disappointed. Kate was
optimistic. The family learned how to pick up
Duke with a towel, and he seemed very accepting.
The adoption was completed. That night, Duke
seemed to enjoy their company and attention.
In just a few days,
Charlie
was picking up
Charlie ...
Duke without a towel
and the dragon
and introducing his new
friend to the fun of its
new home. In addition to
his upstairs and downstairs habitats, “King Liz,”
as they like to call him,
also gets to explore the
office. Duke cocks his
head and listens attentively when anyone talks,
as if taking in everything.
Kate said he sometimes props an elbow on
his habitat log, leaning on
it like a bartender, as if
he’s ready to hear whatever’s on your mind.
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Adorable Adoptables
Annabelle (left)
and Bugsy (right)
pose for their
adoption photos.

Poco the parrot is a character.
The gecko sticks around.

Carmelita the
chinchilla runs
(above); rats
Serenity and
River cuddle
(right).

Want to take one of us home? Phone CVAR at (360) 765-0598
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Cats Hide Their Pain, So Look for These Signs

A

2013 animal health survey showed that fewer
• Increase or decrease in food/water consumption
than half the 74 million pet cats in this country
• Unexplained weight loss or gain
receive regular veterinary care in the
• Poor grooming habits (matts, hair
form of wellness checkups. The probloss, flaking or dryness)
lem is thought to stem from a persis• Signs of stress (e.g., tail flicking,
tent myth about the feline species
holding ears back, over-grooming)
having relatively low maintenance
• Changes in vocalization (tone,
needs. The truth is far from this.
pitch, urgency or frequency)
In fact, our feline friends are mas• Bad breath
ters at hiding illnesses such as painful
Getting in to see a veterinarian
arthritis, high blood pressure, thyroid
can be stressful to cats and their
disease, and disease of the liver, kidcaretakers. I recommend to start by
ney and heart. These are all condimaking the cat's carrier a positive
tions that may show very subtle outpart of their daily environment long
ward signs but will cause lifebefore the appointment.
threatening medical stress. This
Make it a hiding or nap place for
makes annual wellness exam visits
the cat. Feed them treats or meals
even more important.
inside the carrier in the days prior to
Some subtle signs of illness:
the visit. On the day of the visit, close
• Inappropriate urination or defeca- The Doctor is
the door while they are inside and
tion (loss of litter box training)
drape a towel over the carrier.
• Changes in interaction (can be the
For cats, it’s all about minimizing
Dr. Jeff Highbarger, DVM
only sign of pain)
stress at all stages of the visit, starting
• Changes in activity or mobility (this can be gradual
and ending at home.
or sudden)
Check out www.HealthyCatsForLife.com and
• Changes in sleeping habits (the place or time)
www.ChimacumVet.com for more information.

In

The Life of a Volunteer
By Heidi Ruegg

I

have been in animal-related
fields for most of my adult
life. I owned and operated a
dog and cat boarding kennel for
13 years; before that I was a
Veterinary Technician for 14
years. I have many fond memories
of owners and their pets that they
entrusted to my care.
I was fortunate to be on the
receiving end of “pet parents”
who were willing to offer and do
most anything for their fourlegged friends. I was able to
provide a modest living for my
family and was lucky to be able to
retire at a reasonably young age

when I sold my business.
However, no matter how well my
business thrived, I always felt that
I was not a total success because I
was never able to give back to
that community that had
supported me so much.
After I retired, I tried my hand
at many things, but I was
constantly being drawn back to
the field I loved the most, dogs
and cats. I tried my hand
volunteering at The Marine
Science Center in Port Townsend.
I walk dogs at Jefferson County
Humane Society. But I finally
found my passion at CVAR.
I volunteer here on Thursdays
and am welcomed into a family of

Heidi Ruegg

such caring and friendly people
that it makes the long day of hard
work seem to fly by. I share my
time with a great group of new
See THE LIFE, Page 6
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Happily Saved and Adopted? Go Ask Alice
W

hisked away from the only home she had
known in her very brief life, Alice and 15 other poodles were driven away from a hoarding situation in late spring. Huddled with others
who were twice her teacup size, she
was transported to a meeting place
where they were all handed over
to a local rescue facility. Where
they came from was to remain a
secret. The rescuers had no
way of knowing how many
were left behind and what
their living conditions were
like.
Arriving at CVAR, Alice
and four other poodles were
carried into two bright, clean
rooms – one for the girls and
one for the boys. Underweight,
frightened, in bad need of
grooming and not at all housebroken, their new life had begun.
In no time, each poodle was
given a bath, a clipping and flea treatment. Rotting teeth and abscesses, common in all of them, were treated. Volunteers
worked quietly and gently around them, often just
sitting in their rooms and talking to them while the
dogs kept a distrustful distance away. Everyone no-

ticed that Alice held her hind leg up, not daring put
any weight on it, but she certainly was quick on her
other three legs. The cause of her pain was a dislocated pelvis.
It wasn’t long before the poodles
looked forward to attention from the
volunteers. Even Alice warmed to
tummy rubs, and it soon became
her favorite pastime.
As their health improved
and their personalities blossomed, they were finally put
up for adoption – except Alice. Her dislocated pelvis had
to be surgically repaired. This
meant she would have a longer time for recovery. That
Alice
didn’t seem to disappoint the
volunteers or visitors much, as
Alice had became a favorite attraction.
All the poodles are now in great
new homes. They quickly adapted to
their new families and ways of life.
Even little Alice has a wonderful family
now.
We don’t know how many poodles might still be
in the hoarders’ house, but we hope they too are
rescued and transitioned into healthy, caring homes.

Volunteers got down and dirty
laying gravel and dirt for a turnaround at
the entry of CVAR. Besides looking
great, this turnaround will eliminate the
need to back up onto the highway when
we’re closed. Thanks to a donation
from the Tri-Area Garden Club, this is
the start of a larger project that will
include an information center, picnic
area and trails to the stream for people
and pets alike to enjoy.

THE LIFE …
Continued from Page 5

A Place to Turn Around

friends who not only participate in the work, but pass along some of
their dreams and aspirations and ideas, too.
Their love of the special creatures that we all care for comes
shining through and makes it a joy to go to “work” each week.
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WILDLIFE:
Sometimes ‘Rescue’ Means a Return to the Wild
By Sara Penhallegon

A

baby, I ran back to the road. A doe
will try to kill anything or anyone who
comes between her and her fawns.
It is common to find fawns curled
up in the woods or in your back yard.
They are following instinct and know
that Mom is not far away.
Help keep wild animals wild: Don’t
touch wildlife. Unless there is an
obvious injury or a dead mother, wild
animals should not be “rescued.”

family was driving down
a road and came to a
sudden stop when a doe
crossed in front of them,
disappearing into the brush on
the other side. Not far behind
came a little fawn, just a few
days old.
Back with mom
Getting out of the car, the
family members walked
toward the fawn. Sensing
danger, the fawn reacted
was very excited this summer to
instinctively; it dropped to the
have taken in CVAR’s first two
ground and curled in a tiny
coyote
pups. The 9-to-10-week-old
ball.
males came from our friends at the
It was then lifted up,
Northwest Raptor Center in Sequim.
carried into the car and driven
That facility is now specializing just in
off, away from its mother.
The couple stopped at a nearby house where they
birds, so they refer mammals to us.
saw goats and asked about getting milk for the fawn.
I researched best rehab practices for coyotes,
Luckily, they had stopped at the home of a CVAR
since my previous experience with the species had
board member. Instead of goat’s milk, they were given
been years earlier. Following the information for a
the correct advice to return the fawn to
“gentle” release after rehab
exactly the spot where they had found it.
– the easiest transition to
They refused. When I learned of this
the wild – we set up a preand received their contact information, I
release pen in a wooded
called right away. They agreed to bring in
area. The pups could
the fawn.
acclimate to their
When they arrived, this little wild
creature was in the woman’s lap while she
surroundings and meet the
and her daughter hugged and kissed it.
wild coyotes in the area.
Because they’d had it for over 24 hours, I
Coyotes will sometimes
gave it needed fluids while doing a quick
take in youngsters that are
assessment.
not part of their pack. After
Placing the fawn in a carrier, my
five days, their door was
husband Robert and I hurried to get it
opened. They were free to
back to its mother in the remote location
go. If they run into hard
where it had been found.
times during the first few
While Robert stood by the road, I
weeks, they could come
took the carrier into the brush. The fawn
beeped constantly, calling to its mom.
back to a feed station set
Suddenly Robert called out: “Here comes
up nearby.
Mom!”
I never saw them after
I hurriedly released the door on the
that, but I wish them the
carrier, freeing the fawn. As the doe came
Freed into the wild
best in their wild lives.
crashing through the final distance to her

I

Calendar
Saturday, Dec. 7: CVAR
Holiday Open House*
Saturday-Sunday, Dec
14-15: Chimacum Arts &
Crafts Fair**
Saturday, mid-March:
Jefferson County Garage
Sale** (We are looking
for a large, dry space to
store donations. If you
know of any, contact
CVAR. Thanks!)
Saturday, April 5:
CVAR Spring Soiree*
*Hosting
**Participating

Donor Privacy Policy

Critter Count

We are committed to the rights of
our donors. To that end, we will not
sell, trade or share our donors’
personal or contact information with
anyone else, nor will we send
mailings on behalf of other
organizations.

At press me, CVAR had the fol
lowing numbers of animals availa
ble for adopon:

Adoption,Tour hours
The ranch will be open from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. every
Saturday and also during
those same hours the first
Friday of each month.

Alpacas
2
Small birds 12
Brutus
1
Cats
51
Chinchillas
2
Emu
1
Fish
3
Geckoes
6
Gerbils
1
Goats
5
Guinea Fowl 2
Guinea Pigs
3
Hamsters
1

Hens
3
Horses
12
Iguanas
3
Llamas
4
Mini Horses
1
Parrots
5
Pig
1
Rabbits
22
Rats
2
Roosters
2
Sheep
5
Turkeys
3
Turtles
4

Email alerts keep you updated on the latest happenings and
scheduled events. To join the list, send your e-mail address to:
sara@centervalleyanimalrescue.org. Email addresses will not be shared
with any other person or group. Thank you for supporting CVAR.

